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Abstract 
Electronically, noise is unwanted signal that goes into electronic system and disrupts a 

deserved signal. Noise is significant in electronic engineering as it influences the 

fidelity of sound reproduction and renders the reception of transmitted signal almost 

useless. For this reason, attempt to minimize the effects of noise in an electronic system 

and ensure an acceptable level of signal in the system cannot be overemphasized. 

Introduction 

Noise can be characterized by its frequency spectrum, its amplitude distribution and the physical 

mechanism responsible for its generation. Noise voltage can be generated across the terminals of an old resistor 

just sitting on the table. This noise voltage is known as Johnson Noise. It is has flat frequency spectrum, 

meaning that there is the same noise power in each hertz of frequency up to some limit, of course. Noise with a 

flat spectrum is also called “White Noise” the actual open- circuit noise voltage generated by a resistance R at 

temperature T is given by. 

V noise (r m s ) = Vnr = (4KTRB)1'2 Where K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in 

Kelvin (K =°C + 273.16), and B is the bandwidth in hertz. This V noise (r m s ) is what you would measure at 

the output, if you drove a perfect noiseless band pass filter ( of bandwidth B) with the voltage generated by a 

resistor at temperature T. 

The amplitude of the Johnson voltage at any instance is, in general unpredictable, but it obeys a 

Gaussian amplitude distribution. (Motohembacher and Fixchen, 1973). 

Fig 1 Gaussian amplitude distribution P(V+ 
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Where Vn rms noise, where P (V) dv is the probability that the instantaneous voltage lies between 

Vand V+ dv, and vn is the rms noise voltage, given earlier. 
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The significance of Johnson noise is that it sets a lower limit on the noise voltage in any detector, signal 

source or amplifier having resistance. The resistive parts of source impedance generates Johnson noise, as do the 

bias and load resistor of an amplifier. It is interesting to note that the physical analogue of resistance (any 

mechanism of energy loss in a physical, for example, viscous friction acting on small particles in a liquid) has 

associated with it fluctuations in the associated physical quantity (in this case, the particles velocity, manifest as 

the chaotic Brownian motion). Johnson noise is just a special case of this fluctuation dissipation phenomenon! 

(Buckingham, 1983). Johnson noise should not be confused with the additional noise voltage created by the 

effect of resistance fluctuations when an externally applied current flows through a resistor. 

Short Noise 

An electric current is the flow of discrete electric charges, not a smooth fluidlike flow. The finiteness of 

the charge quantum results in statistically fluctuations of the current. If the charges act independent of each 

other, the fluctuating currents is given by Ott (1988): 

I noise (rms) =1„ R = (2q 1 d c B) 1/2 Where q is the electron charge (1.60 x 10"l9coulombs) and B is the 

measurement bandwidth. For examples steady current of lamp actually has an rms. Function of 57nA, measure in 

a 10KHZ bandwidth, that is it fluctuates by about 0.000006%. The relative fluctuations are longer for smaller 

currents. A steady current of micro amp actually has an rms current noise fluctuation, measure over a 10KHZ 

bandwidth, of 0,006%, that is 85dB, at IpA dc, the rms current fluctuation (same Bandwidth) is 56 FA, that is a 

5.6 % variation. This noise, like Johnson noise, is Gaussian and white. 

The shot-noise formula given earlier assumes that the charge carriers making up the current act 

independently. That is indeed the case for charge crossing barrier, as for example the current in a junction diode. 

Where the charges move by diffusion but it is not true for the important case of metallic conductors, where there 

are long-range correlations between charge earners, thus, the current in a simple resistive circuit has far less 

noise than is predicted by the shot-noise formula. 

Statement of the Problem 

Noise is common to all-electronic instruments and systems. It disturbs the actual signal from proper 

reproduction thus, causing much displeasure to the listener. This is partly because the technique of minimizing 

or eradiating the effects of noise is not adequately apprehended. 

Purpose of the Study 

This study aims at emphasizing the need to eliminate the effects of electronic noise by shielding and 

unveils techniques to achieve this objective. 

Significance of the Study 

As electronic instruments are widespread in the society for signal reception and transmission, there is 

need to ensure a reception of signal. To achieve this objective, it is imperative that attempts be made to provide 

solution geared towards the elimination of noise, to the delight of users of electronic instruments. 

Flicker Noise 

Shot noise and Johnson noise are irreducible forms of noise generated according to principle (Horonitz 

and Hill, 1995). The most expensive and most carefully made resistor has exactly the same Johnson noise as the 

cheapest carbon resistor. Real devices have in addition various sources of excess noise. Real resistors generating 

an additional noise voltage (which adds to the ever-present Johnson noise) proportional to the dc current flowing 

through them. The noise depends on many factors having to do with the construction of the particular resistor, 

including the resistor material and especially the end-cap connections (Motohembacher and fischen, 1973). The 

noise has approximately a 1/f spectrum and is sometimes called a pink noise”. Other noise generating 

mechanism produce 1/f noise in transistors and cathode current noise in vacuum tubes. Curiously enough, flicker 

noise is present in nature in unexpected places for example, the speed of ocean current and the yearly flow of the 

Nile measured over the last 200 years and so on. 



 

Shielding of Electronic Noise 

Sources of Interference 

An interfering signal or stray pickup constitutes a form of noise. The spectrum and amplitude 

characteristics depend on the interfering signal. For example 60 HZ. pickup has a sharp spectrum and relatively 

constant amplitude whereas car ignition noise, lightening, and other impulsive interferences are broad in 

spectrum and spiky in amplitude. Other sources of interference are radio and television stations (a particularly 

serious problem near large cities), nearby electrical equipment, motors and elevators, subways, switching 

regulators, and television sets (Morrison 1986). In a slightly different guise you have same sort of problem 

generated by anything that puts a signal into the parameter you are measuring. Any circuits as well detectors and 

even cables are sensitive to vibration. Again, interfering signal can enter an electronic instrument through the 

power-line inputs or thought signals input and output lines. In addition signal can be capacitively couple 

(electrostatic coupling) on to wires in the circuit (the effect is more serious for light impedance points within the 

circuit), magnetically coupled to close loops in the circuit (independent of impedance level) or 

electromagnetically coupled to wires acting as small antennas for electromagnetic radiation Any of these can 

become a mechanism for coupling of signals from part of a circuit to another. Finally, signal currents from one 

part of the circuit can couple to other parts through voltage drop (Horowitz and Hill ,1995). 

Eliminating Interference 

Numerous effective tricks have been evolved to handle most of these commonly occurring interference 

problems. However, all these techniques are aimed at reducing the interfering signals to an acceptable level. 

They rarely eliminate them altogether. Consequently it often pays to raise the signal levels, to improve the 

signal-to-interference ratio. It is also important to realize that some environments are much worse than others. 

Some environment worth avoiding are those (Motohenbacher and fischen, 1973) 

(a) Near a radio or television station (radio frequency interference); 

(b) Near a subway (impulsive interference and power-line garbage); 

(c) Near high voltage line (radio interference, frying sounds); 

(d) Near motors and elevators (power line spikes); 

(e) In a building with traic lamp and heater controllers (power-line spikes); 

(0 Near equipment with large transformers (magnetic pickup); and 

(g) Near arc welders (unbelievable pickup of all sorts). 

Conclusion 

Electronic noise comes into the instrument through many ways such as from television stations, power-

line spikes and arc welders. The spectrum and characteristics depend on the interfering signal. However, this 

noise can be minimized by raising the signal level to improve the signal-to- interference ratio, and avoiding 

interfering environments. 
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